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In this paper two sufficient conditions ensuring that the k-closure of a graph is 
complete are given, which are improvements of corresponding results due to Bondy 
and Chvatal. These results are applied to the Hamiltonian problem and other 
problems, and thus some weaker criteria than those previously obtained are derived. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Bondy and Chvital [ I] introduced the concept of k-stable properties. 
Let 9 be a property of graphs of order n and k a natural number. We say 
that 9 is k-stable if G + xy has property 9 and d&x) + d,(y) > k imply 
that G also has property 9, where X, y are two nonadjacent vertices in G. 
For any graph of order n, it is easy to see that there is a unique maximal 
graph H (of order n) containing G such that d,(x) + dH(y) < k - 1 for each 
xy @ E(H). In fact, H can be obtained from G by successively joining pairs 
of vertices whose degree sum is at least k. He is called the k-closure of G and 
denoted by C,(G). 
Thus, if 9 is a k-stable property and C,(G) has property 9, so does G. 
Particularly, if K, has property 9 and C,(G) = K, then so does G itself. 
In this paper we give two sufficient conditions ensuring that C,(G) = K,, 
which are improvements of corresponding results due to Bondy and Chvital. 
Applying these results to the Hamiltonian problem and other problems we 
are able to obtain some weaker criteria than those we have thus far. 
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2. MAIN THEOREMS 
THEOREM 1. Let k, II be natural numbers with k < 2n - 4. Let G be a 
simple graph with vertex set V(G) = {vl, v2,..., v,,} (not necessarily ordered 
by degrees) and edge set E(G). Suppose that no indices i and j satisfy the 
following conditions 
(a) i < j, d(vi) < i + k - n, d(v,) < j + k - n - 1, d(v,) + d(u,) < k - 1, 
i + j > 2n - k, where d(v) denotes the degree of vertex v in G; 
(b) if i+j>2n-k+l, then vivj6?E(G), if i+j=2n-k, then 
v,v,@E(G) (l<s<i, 1 < t<j). Then C,(G)=K,. 
ProoJ Suppose that H = C,(G) # K,. Put 
j = Maxjt: dH(vt) # n - 11, i = Maxjt: v,~v~ & E(H), t # j]. 
Thus, dH(vi) + dH(vj) < k - 1, where dH(v) denotes the degree of v in H. 
By the definition of j and i, it follows that vertex vi must be adjacent to 
vertices vj+ r ,..., v, and vertex vj must be adjacent to vertices vi+ ,,..., 
vjel, vji ,,..,, v,. Hence 
dH(vJ > n - j, d,(vj) > n - i - 1. 
These inequalities imply 
d(vJ < dH(vi) < k - 1 - dH(vj) < k + i - n, (1) 
d(vj) < dH(vj) Q k - 1 - d,(v,) < k + j - n - 1, (2) 
i f j 2 n - dH(vi) + n - 1 - dH(vj) 
= 2n - 1 - (dH(vi) + dH(vj)) > 2n - k. (3) 
Observing that vjvj 66 E(G) since vivj & E(H), then if j = 2n -k (since 
otherwise the indices i and j will satisfy the conditions (a) and (b).) 
From the hypothesis of the theorem, there must exist s and t such that 
1 < s < i, 1 ( t < j, and v,vt E E(G). Since i + j = 2n - k, from (3) we have 
2n - 1 - (d,(v!) + d,(v,)) = 2n - k. Hence dH(vi) + d,(vj) = k - 1. Thus 
from(1),(2)wehaved,(v,)=k-n+iandd,(vJ)=jtk-n-1. 
Since vertex v, is adjacent v,, uj+ r ,..., vn, we see that dH(vS) > n - j + 1 
and dH(vS) + dH(vj) > k. Hence v,vjE E(H) and d,(vj) > n - i. We have 
dH(vi) + dH(vj) > k which contradicts that viuj @I E(H). 
THEOREM 2. Let d, < d, < ... <d, be the degree sequence of a simple 
graph G (di = d(v,)) and k (< 2n - 4) a positive integer. If for every i 
satisfying 
k-n<i<fk, dn-k+;<i, 
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one of the following three conditions holds: 
(a) d,_i > k- i; 
(b) d,-, = k- i- 1, dnei+, > k- i, and there exists an integer r 
(l<r<n-k+i)suchthatd,-,+,+,<k-i-rand 
i (r+ l-j)(ls(n-j)l+1S(k-i-j)l)>, 2 dn-k+i+j+ 1; 
j=l j=l 
(c) dnpi = d,-,+, = k - i - 1, and there exists an integer r (1 < r < 
n-k+i) such that dn-k+i+r<k-i-r, dn-k+i+j>i+j (j= 1,2,...,r) 
and 
i (r+ l-j)(lS(n-j>l+lS(k-i-j)l) 
j=l 
> C dn-k+i+j +r(i-/S+(k-i)l)+ 1, 
j=l 
where S(m), S’(m) denote the set of vertices with degree m and >m, respec- 
tively. Then C,(G) = K, . 
ProoJ: We first show that d, > k - n. If k - n < 0, the result is trivial. If 
k - n > 0 and d, < k - n, then G contains at most k - n vertices of degree 
n - 1. Consequently, dznek < n - 2. Put i, = k - N t 1. It is easy to see that 
k-n<&<ik, dn-k+i,<iO and d,-iO+,=d2n-k<n-2=k-i,-1. By 
the hypothesis, the condition (c) must hold. Thus d,- i, = d,-,,+ 1 = 
k-i,,- l=n-2 and r= 1. From (c)we have 
IS(n-l)\+\S(n-2)/>dd,+(k-n+l-lS(n-l)/)+l. 
so 
(4) 
But it is obvious that d, + d, > 2 j,S(n - l)[ + 1 S(n - 2)j. Thus 
d,>2/S(n-l)/tIS(n-2)/+n-k 
because d, < k - n. This contradicts (4). 
Suppose that H = C,(G) #K,. We select a vertex v such that 
dH(v) = Maxid,( dJu) # n - 1) 
and a vertex w such that 
(5) 
dH(w) = Max{d,(u): uv & E(H), u # v}. (6) 
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Then 
Let 
d,(u) + &(w) < k - 1. (7) 
A = {u: d‘y(u) >dH(V)}, 
c = ru: 4(u) < dH(W>l, 
B = Jq(A u C). 
By the definition of v, A = {u: d*(u) = n - 1 }. 
Consider the n - 1 - dH(u) vertices, other than v itself, that are not 
adjacent to v in H. By (6), they all have degree <d,(w), so 
4z- 1 -d,(U) G &(w)7 (8) 
and, by the definition of C, 
II- 1 -d,(v)</C1. 
By (7), we have 
1 Cl > n - k + d*(w). (9) 
Now consider the IZ - dH(w) vertices, including W, that are not adjacent to 
w in H. By (5), they all have degree <d,(v), so 
d n-d,(w) < dHt.v), (10) 
and, by the definition of A, 
Thus 
n - L&,(W) < n - IA 1. 
IA I G G(w). 
By (7), we have 
n - 1 - &(v) > n - 1 - (k - 1 - d,(w)) = n - k + dH(w), 
and, by (0 
d n-k+dH(w) < dn-,-dH(u) < &(w). 
By (7), (10) we have 
d n-dH(w) 6 &(u) < k - 1 - &(W). 
(11) 
(12) 
(13) 
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Let i = d*(w). By the definition of V, W, we have 
and hence i < +k by (7). 
Since d, < d(w) < dH(w) = i we have i > d, > k - n. From (12), (13) and 
the hypothesis of the theorem, the case (b) or (c) of the theorem holds for 
i = d&w). 
From (13) and d,-; = k - i - 1, we have 
dH(v) = k - i - 1 (14) 
in both of cases (b) and (c). Also, since r ,< n -k + i, we have n - r > 
k - i > r&(u), and so the sets S(n - r),..., S(n - 1) c A in both cases. 
First, suppose that (b) holds. Then dnmi+r > k - i > d”(v), and so 
{vn-i+l,***9 v,}sA. Since lAl<i by (ll), IAl=i and {v,-~+~ ,..., vn}=A. 
Consequently, dH(u) = i for every u in C, and Ci3 = 0, where 
CB={X~:XEC,~EB,X~EE(H)}. 
By the hypotheses of case (b), d,-,+i+,<k-i-r<k-i-l=d,_i, 
and so n - k+i+ r < n-i; that is, k-i-r > i=dJH(w)~ So the sets 
S(k - i - r),..., S(k - i - 1) c B. Also, v E B, by (14). Since CB = 0, 
k-i-l=d,(v)<lAj+lBI-l=n-ICI-l, 
so that ICI<n-k+i. By (9), ICl=n-k+i, and so among the 
n -k + i f r vertices vr ,..., v,-~+~+~ there are at least r, say v,, ,..., us,, that 
belong to B and hence (since dn-k+i+r < k - i - r) to B\UJ=, S(k - i -j). 
For eachj E { 1, 2,..., r}, every vertex in ,S(n - j) is evidently adjacent to at 
least r + 1 - j of the vertices v, ,,..., v,,. Since CB = 0 and ]A U B ( = k - i, 
the same is true for every vertex in S(k - i - j). Hence 
,$ dn-,+i+jal$l d(~Si,~,~~ 6 (r+l-j)(lS(n-j)l+IS(k-i-j)l), 
j=l 
a contradiction. Now assume that (c) holds. By the hypothesis 
d npk+i+l>i+ 1, we have IC/<n-k+i. Thus ICj=n-k+i by (9), and 
so (v,, VT )...) V,-k+i} = c. s ince d,_i=k-i- 1, we have 
IS+(k-i- l)l>i+ 1. 
Thus 
IS(k-i-l)/>i+ I-iS+(k-i)]. (15) 
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By (ll), at most (i-l/+(k-i)l) vertices in S(k - i - 1) belong to A. Let 
S,(k - i - 1) = S(k - i - 1) n B. Thus 
IS,(k-i-l)/>/S(k-i-l)/-i+/Sf(k-i)/. (16) 
v,-k+i+l,.... V n-k+i+r E B\S;(k - i - r), 
where Si(k-i-r)=SB(k-i- l)US(k-i-2)U...US(k-i-r). By 
(15) (16), we have S,(k-i- 1)#0, and hence S,‘(k-i-r)#D. 
For the sake of convenience, we write 
S,(k-i-j)=S(k-i-j) (j = 2, 3 ,..., r). (17) 
Now we shall prove that there must exist a vertex v, E Si(k - i - r) and 
a vertex V~ E C such that vsvt E E(G). 
Assuming the assertion were not true, every vertex in Si (k - i - r) is only 
adjacent to vertices in A U B. Note that IA U BI = k - i. Thus every vertex 
in s(n -j) U S,(k - i-j) is adjacent to at least (r + 1 -j) vertices in 
{v,-~+~+ ,,..., u,-~+~+,.) for j= 1, 2 ,..., r. Thus we have 
$ (r + I - j)(\S(n - j)l + IS,(k - i - j)I) < i dn-k+i+j. 
j=l j=l 
By (16), (17) we have 
S (r + 1 -j)(lS(n -JI + 
j=1 I S(k - i -A> 
- / S+ (k - i)l). < s d,-k+j+j+r(i- 
j=1 
This is a contradiction. 
Consequently, there must exist a vertex v, E SJ(k - i - r) and v, E C 
such that v,vl E E(G). Suppose that v, E S,(k - i - j) (1 < j < r). Note that 
v, is adjacent to v,-~+~+~,..,, v, in H, because d, > ... 2 dn-k+i+j~ i + j. SO 
dH(vS)>/k-i-(j-1). Since dn-k+i+cjpl)>i+(j-l), v, must be 
adjacent to u,-k+i+(j-1) in H, and so dH(vs) > k - i- (j- 2). Similar 
argument implies dH(vs) > k - i - (j - 3), and so on. Finally, we have 
dH(vs) > k - i. It contradicts v, E B. 
The proof of Theorem 2 is completed. 
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3. APPLICATIONS OF THE THEOREMS TO 
THE HAMILTONIAN AND OTHER PROBLEMS 
A graphic sequence d = (d, , d, ,..., d,) is said to be forcib[y Hamiltonian 
(FH-sequence briefly) if every graph with this degree sequence is 
Hamiltonian. Dirac, P&a, and Chvatal gave successively weaker conditions 
for a sequence to be an FH-sequence. 
In fact, as poined out by Bondy and Chvatal, the Hamiltonian property is 
n-stable and each of these conditions ensures the n-closure of a graph is com- 
plete. 
Suppose that two nondecreasing sequences d, d’ of length n are given. We 
say that d’ majorizes d, denoted by d < d’, if dk < d; for every k (1 < k < n). 
Obviously, each of the conditions mentioned above has the following 
property: if d satisfies the condition and d < d’, then d’ does. Thus we can 
say that these conditions have the majorize-maintaining property. It is well 
known that Chvital’s condition is the best one in the sense having the 
majorize-maintaining property, i.e., if a degree sequence d does not satisfy 
Chvatal’s condition, then there exists another degree sequence d’ such that 
d < d’ and d’ is not an FH-sequence. 
Now our purpose is to find a sufficient condition ensuring that a degree 
sequence is an FH-sequence, which does not have the majorize-maintaining 
property. In other words, we are trying to give a sufficient condition on a 
degree sequence d implying that d is an FH-sequence, but not every sequence 
majorizing d is FH-sequence (Bollobas [2, p. 1671). 
By Theorem 2, letting k = n, we obtain the following corollary, which 
gives a solution of this problem. 
COROLLARY 3. Let d, < d, < . .. < d, be the degree sequence of a graph 
G. Iffor every i such that di < i < in, one of the following conditions holds: 
(a) d,-i>:-ii; 
(b) d+,=n-i- 1, dnPiil >n-i, and there exists an integer r 
(l<r<i)such thatd,+,<n-i-rand 
5 (r+ I--j)(/S(n-j)/+IS(n-i-j)/)> i di+j+ 1; 
j=l j=l 
(c) d,-,=d,-,+,=n-i-l,andexistsanintegerr(l<r<i)such 
that di+, < n - i - r, di+j > i + j (j= 1,2,..., r) and 
i (r+ l-j)(lS(n-j)l+/S(n-i-j>l> 
j=l 
> i di+j + r(i - /St (n - i)[) + 1, 
j=l 
then G is Hamiltonian. 
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EXAMPLE. The two degree sequences 
d’ = (2,3,4,4, 5, 10, 10, 10, 10, 10, 10, 11, 11, 11, 11) (n = 15), 
d* = (4,4,4,4, 5,6, 11, 11, 11, 11, 11, 11, 11, 12, 12, 12) (II= 16), 
do not satisfy Chvatal’s condition. But, by Corollary 3 (for r = l), it is easy 
to see that both of them are FH-sequences. 
Obviously, the degree sequences 
d’ = (4,4,4,4, 10, 10, 10, 10, 10, 10, 10, 14, 14, 14, 14), 
d4= (4,4,4,4, 11, 11, 11, 11, 11, 11, 11, 11, 15, 15, 15, 15). 
majorize d’ and d*, respectively, but they are not FH-sequences. 
According to Bondy-Chvatal’s results, we can apply Theorem 2 to other 
properties of graphs. For example, we know that the property “p(G) < s” is 
(n - s)-stable, where p(G) denotes the minimum number of vertex-disjoint 
paths which cover all the vertices of the graph G. Let k = n - s. By 
Theorem 2. we have 
COROLLARY 4. Suppose that d, < d, < ... < d,, is the degree sequence of 
G. rffor every i such that di+, < i < t(n - s), orle of the following conditiorzs 
holds: 
(a) dnei > n -s - i; 
(b) dnPi=n-s-i- 1, d,Pi+,>n-s-i, and there exists an 
integerr(l<r<s+i)suchthatd,+,,,<n-s-i-rand 
G (r+ l-j)(iS(n--j)i+iS(n-s-i-j)l)~ $ ds+iLj+ 1; 
,Cl j=l 
(c) d,Pi=d,_i+,=n-s-i-l, and there exists an integer r 
(l<r<s+i)such thatd,+i+,<n-s-i-r,d,+i+j>i+$((i=1,2,...,r) 
and 
i (r + ! -j)(iS(n -j)l f IS(n --s - i-j)\) 
j=l 
then ,u(G) <s. 
> i d,+,+j+r(i-lSf(n-s-i)l)+ 1, 
i= 1 
EXAMPLE. Consider the degree sequence 
d = (2, 2, 2, 2, 3, 5, 5,5,5,9). 
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FIGUKE 1. 
From Corollary 4 (for Y = l), it follows that p(G) ,< 2 for every graph G with 
degree sequence d. Obviously, the degree sequence 
d’ = (2,2,2,2,5, 5, 5, 5, 9, 9) 
majorizes d. A graph with degree sequence d’ in which three vertex-disjoint 
paths are necessary to cover all its vertices is shown in Fig. 1. 
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